Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews Real Pheromones
Thread: Pheromone newbie here.....looking for help and
any info!
Lone Star Wolf - January 16, 2017, 4:09 am

Im 31 yrs old from Texas and brand new to mones i have heard about them and was always curious
if they really worked and how could you tell exactly if they were working. So now the big question is
which is best ones to go with? I was interested in AD LIIK wasn't sure on v1 or v2 but now reading
they have had problems. Is that fixed how is it now? If not acata the best sexual attracting mone out
there now? Thanks in advance for any and all help ppl!
theLaw - January 16, 2017, 4:44 am

Welcome!
1- Use the search function to find the answers to all of your questions
2 - Take the time to actually write out your thoughts in a way that others can read/understand
them.........not just fragments.
3 - Start here : http://pherotruth.com/Thread-Frequently-asked-questions-Faq-faqs-faq-s
Cheers!
DarkLord1 - January 16, 2017, 5:30 am

Search for top 5 threads. I would start with a spray product and ask for samples of others.
Test then invest. Read and heed. Family is from Texas, so I always have love for my state.
Good Luck.
RussianWolf - January 16, 2017, 5:25 pm

Get Aqua Vitae, AV from Liquid Alchemy and you'll be a believer.
Lone Star Wolf - January 17, 2017, 3:51 am

(01-16-2017 12:25 PM)RussianWolf Wrote: &nbsp;Get Aqua Vitae, AV from Liquid Alchemy and
you'll be a believer.
Ok thanks I'll look it up and check into it more in depth. So do you by chance know if the LIIK is
fixed with their new supplier? I was wanting that plus glace, but might have to wait on them and look
else where like the AV. Thanks
Snoopyace - January 17, 2017, 1:34 pm

(01-16-2017 12:25 PM)RussianWolf Wrote: &nbsp;Get Aqua Vitae, AV from Liquid Alchemy and
you'll be a believer.
I haven't used Aqua Vitae in a while but if you want to be sure that pheromones work that is a good
one to start with. You should be able to tell (good or bad) that there are pheromones at play. When
that one hit for me, it hit very hard.
Lone Star Wolf - January 18, 2017, 12:18 am

(01-17-2017 8:34 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;I haven't used Aqua Vitae in a while but if you want
to be sure that pheromones work that is a good one to start with. You should be able to tell (good or
bad) that there are pheromones at play. When that one hit for me, it hit very hard.
Thanks for the input I'll start there i guess is it unsecented the AV? I don't see it having a scent
option anywhere?
Also being brand new to this you said you should be able to tell (good or bad) that they are
working. What do you mean by bad? Thanks again If I purchase from liquad Alchemy labs and get
the AV, what would be another good one from them to ask for a sample of? They do give samples?
theLaw - January 18, 2017, 12:30 am

(01-17-2017 7:18 PM)Lone Star Wolf Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks for the input I'll start there i guess is it
unsecented the AV? I don't see it having a scent option anywhere?
Also being brand new to this you said you should be able to tell (good or bad) that they are
working. What do you mean by bad? Thanks again If I purchase from liquad Alchemy labs and get
the AV, what would be another good one from them to ask for a sample of? They do give samples?
@Snoopyace
See Snoopy, you start trying to help newbies who don't want to help themselves, and you get a
dependent who just wants to ask more questions.
When will we learn?.........
Lone Star Wolf - January 18, 2017, 1:47 am

(01-17-2017 7:30 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;@Snoopyace
See Snoopy, you start trying to help newbies who don't want to help themselves, and you get a
dependent who just wants to ask more questions.
When will we learn?.........
I don't see whats wrong with asking questions and from ppl that are already experienced with
pheromones and someone thats brand new to them. Is there something wrong with that I thought
this is what this site is for to spread around info.
If anyone reads and dont want to help then they can just hit the â¬… button correct! Your not
required to help or say anything. And neither one of your stupid post have been of any help so
maybe you should just start using that â¬… little more that I mentioned if your not going to help or
say anything productive. Don't like it stay off my thread then!! Have a nice Day Bud!
theLaw - January 18, 2017, 2:30 am

(01-17-2017 8:47 PM)Lone Star Wolf Wrote: &nbsp;I don't see whats wrong with asking questions
and from ppl that are already experienced with pheromones and someone thats brand new to them.
Is there something wrong with that I thought this is what this site is for to spread around info.
You're absolutely right Lone Star Wolf.........I've been going about it all wrong all these years. Here I
was thinking that we should all take some time to respect other members by only asking questions
after fully exhausting the search function.
From this point forward I'm taking the "Lone Star" approach...........no more reading for
me..............just asking questions from here on out.
I think that this is really going to take this forum to the next level..........and save me so much time!!!

Androcles - January 18, 2017, 2:50 am

@Lone Star Wolf
I don't like it. I'm not staying off your thread. You wrote: Pheromone newbie here.....looking for help
and any info!
Members were helping by trying to get you to use common sense and figure things out. It doesn't
have to be always sweet and tender. It's not just mones you selfishly need to know about. It's also
about knowing the community you joined. Your smartass remarks and emoticons is not a good
thing. You've earned no right to come in here with some attitude offering next to nothing in return.
I read your shit. I don't want to help you..ever. But I can comment within reason.
Lone Star Wolf - January 18, 2017, 3:10 am

@thelaw
@androcles
Thank you guys both for all your input and opinions they mean much to me.
I just don't know why no matter where or what forum anyone joins the new ppl always get tasas for
being fn new WTF the experienced ppl should be more open to helping and not start in with smart
ass comments as I doler start the smart shit!
And I did start researching the forum and looking in top 5 and things but Damn I only been on few
days I don't see whats wrong with having a thread asking questions and again only the ones
wanting to help can help I'm not asking for everyone to spill their guts about all they know. As each
mone will more then likely be different to each individual anyways. I just asking for which mones are
real and live up to the hype getting hits and be pointed in right direction. Why should we waste
money if we could all help each other?
Sorry if I offended you gents. Thanks for input though
theLaw - January 18, 2017, 3:22 am

(01-17-2017 10:10 PM)Lone Star Wolf Wrote: &nbsp;@thelaw
@androcles
Thank you guys both for all your input and opinions they mean much to me.
I just don't know why no matter where or what forum anyone joins the new ppl always get tasas for
being fn new WTF the experienced ppl should be more open to helping and not start in with smart
ass comments as I doler start the smart shit!
And I did start researching the forum and looking in top 5 and things but Damn I only been on few
days I don't see whats wrong with having a thread asking questions and again only the ones
wanting to help can help I'm not asking for everyone to spill their guts about all they know. As each
mone will more then likely be different to each individual anyways. I just asking for which mones are
real and live up to the hype getting hits and be pointed in right direction. Why should we waste
money if we could all help each other?
Sorry if I offended you gents. Thanks for input though
Why would you want to ask for someone's time when you are not willing to put in your own to find
the answer?
Every time you ask a question........you are asking for someone's time. Their time is
valuable........and your's should be too.

Lone Star Wolf - January 18, 2017, 3:34 am

I just said I'm currently looking over this site and searching Web for info on different companies. I'm
using my time doing what I need and just have this thread as further questions and help guata all.
Not asking for everything to be done for me again just pointed in right direction thats all. Thanks
metaltree - January 18, 2017, 9:11 pm

I think Lone Star Wolf's questions were fine for the New User Introduction's thread. I think the
questions were intelligent for someone just starting out.
Sure, we don't want overly basic questions in the regular forum but a new user should get some
slack in the New User Introduction's forum.
Lone Star Wolf from the start was confused on the status of L2K now vs in the past. Well, I've read
all the posts on L2K for the last few years and I'm confused too!!!
DrChocolate - January 18, 2017, 9:40 pm

@ Lone Star Wolf.
What's ur age mate?
Lone Star Wolf - January 19, 2017, 1:23 am

@metaltree thanks for understanding where I am coming from I don't mean to piss anyone off or
anything just looking for little quick info to make a quick purchase until i can dig around a little more
on here and all to see what else I want to try, I just wanted to get off in the right direction with a sure
fire product first.
@DrChocolate
I'm 31
DrChocolate - January 19, 2017, 1:28 am

Lone Star. Where do ya live?
kehawe - January 19, 2017, 2:03 am

(01-17-2017 8:34 AM)Snoopyace Wrote: &nbsp;I haven't used Aqua Vitae in a while but if you want
to be sure that pheromones work that is a good one to start with. You should be able to tell (good or
bad) that there are pheromones at play. When that one hit for me, it hit very hard.
(01-17-2017 7:30 PM)theLaw Wrote: &nbsp;@Snoopyace
See Snoopy, you start trying to help newbies who don't want to help themselves, and you get a
dependent who just wants to ask more questions.
When will we learn?.........
Snoopy I would like to pay you a compliment. You are one of the best most helpful posters here
(dsouza, Vnice are others I could name off the top of my head) and you make it a pleasure to come
to Pherotruth.
I would like to ask that you please please do not let anyone deter you from helping the posters who
are seeking help
I can speak for myself and I'm sure other newbies feel the same. Please do not let anyone change
the respectful and informative way in which you answer questions it is refreshing.
DrChocolate - January 19, 2017, 3:08 am

(01-18-2017 8:28 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Lone Star. Where do ya live?
Reason for this question is, cos I wanna understand where u'll be testing these products. Thanks.
Lone Star Wolf - January 19, 2017, 3:10 am

@DrChocolate
Lone Star State.......Texas
DrChocolate - January 19, 2017, 3:11 am

(01-18-2017 10:10 PM)Lone Star Wolf Wrote: &nbsp;@DrChocolate
Lone Star State.......Texas
What does 'lone Star' mean? Thanks.
DrChocolate - January 19, 2017, 3:30 am

(01-18-2017 10:10 PM)Lone Star Wolf Wrote: &nbsp;@DrChocolate
Lone Star State.......Texas
Reason why am asking is because I don't know much about Texas. But I really wanna learn.
Thanks.
mark-in-dallas - January 19, 2017, 4:57 am

(01-18-2017 10:30 PM)DrChocolate Wrote: &nbsp;Reason why am asking is because I don't know
much about Texas. But I really wanna learn. Thanks.
Texas Lone Star Flag: a single star on a red, white and blue background. The only State that was
an independent country before joining the union. The only State that reserved the right to succeed
from the union when it became a member. Were we to succeed today we would be the 12th largest
economy in the world, and at least as of 30 years ago would have been the 4th greatest military
power.

